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EDITOR’S LETTER
I’ve recently been thinking a lot about work, value and consent. Perhaps it all started when I listened to a podcast in
which writer Laurie Penny talked about the ethics of consent around work. The problem with sex work, she expressed,
isn’t really the sex bit but the work bit. She proceeded to relate this to how in all other areas of paid work, employees
have to direct their bodies in ways which are not borne out of unbiased consent, but the need to make money to
survive, from simply getting up at a certain time to make it into the office on a Monday morning to engaging in
taxing physical labour. In my pre-graduation state of mind I immediately connected this to the environment faced
by creative workers who face the struggle of getting their practices recognised as real work outside of the art world
- and within it, the assumption that since they get to do what they love, they need not be remunerated properly.
Certainly all workers who exist in non-institutionalised settings come up against the same obstacles, notably the
conservative societal perception of what constitutes work, the lack of a widely known industry ‘standard’ to check
one’s working conditions against, and the lack of unionising.
For all RCA second years, this is a second (or third) graduation in our live. Many of us undertook an MA course
in the first place because out career development after the first one did not amount to what we thought it would
be. Designers, artists, writers and researchers enter a working world defined by precariousness. Those of us staying
in London will engage with an art and design world abuzz with activity, but equally oversaturated with people
trying to penetrate it. And from following friends’ job searches on Instagram, it’s painfully obvious that art institutions
and employers favour prospective workers who benefit from a pre-existing financial advantage enabling them to
complete free internships (to build up the CV) or work for a disproportionately low salary (there are hundreds of
people who would kill to have this job). This shows that there is a problematic dynamic around class and marginalisation in the art world which isn’t discussed enough.
What to do? Take my thoughts as you will but I share the same frustrating experiences as my peers. One time
I went to an art job fair and witnessed a speaker tell all attendees to ‘look around the room, because every single
person around you is your competitor in a race for an ever-dwindling pool of jobs’. It makes me think how we could
do things differently when navigating the art world, and here’s what I came up with.
1. To counter the point made by the speaker mentioned above - collaborate. I’m not saying it solves everything,
but if you and your friends find yourselves locked in a cycle of competing for the same oversubscribed opportunities
and the effort isn’t proportional to the reward, start a collective, edit a publication, arrange a group show.
2. Unionise. In the RCA, the academic staff is supported by UCU, while the technical staff is represented by Unite.
If you’re coming back next year, remember to ask your lecturers and techs if they’ve joined, and if you’re going into
the real word, find out about the unions which are available for you to join and support.
3. Check in on your peers’ mental health and wellbeing, especially during the busiest times. Extend this
generously, including to people who aren’t in your close circle of friends, because mental wellbeing is deserved
equally by everyone.
4. Take an interest in other people, and talk to them without the expectation of personal gain.
5. If your financial situation allows you to do so, don’t take up offers of work which undervalue creative labour
and consequently undercut its value. If you have the career stability and a platform for this, speak out against
institutions who exclude working class and other financially strained workers by providing inadequately low
salaries paired with disproportionately high requirements.
The Pluralist team wants to thank all of the staff and students who supported us throughout the year, and all
of our talented contributors who created the high level of content we had the privilege of showcasing. We wish
all second years for great things to come their way after their hard work and the thrill of graduating, and we look
forward to seeing the first years come back next year for another exciting year together. We also hope everyone
enjoys a great summer.
Without further ado, much love,
Aleks x
(Also, eilis says hi)
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A SERIES OF THOUGHTS ON DESIGN FUTURES

Konsumier Mich Cold,
Konsumier Mich Hot,

Consumer < User < Participant < Citizen
Language matters. Don’t refer to yourself or your customers as consumers, people are not banal inactive
beings hoovering up the things around them. Patronising people and limiting their agency through this
language is dangerous.
Reduce Reuse Recycle / Sustainability / Cradle to cradle / Circular Economy
Don’t allow people to patronise you or each other through the invention of new terms for the same basic concepts.
Time is being wasted talking rather than doing.
Advocate for funding for projects and services that encourage and empower citizens to look after / repair /
repurpose / reuse the things they already have.
Rising populations, capitalism and the culture of more, more, more, and profit over wellbeing of people and planet
must be examined when discussing sustainability. In order to create change, it must be recognised that these are
competing interests.
An individualist culture as opposed to a collectivist culture plays a part. We wouldn’t need as much plastic packaging
if we shared more meals together and production was localised.
You cannot blame a person for spending £5 on a T-shirt instead of £50 on a T-shirt if the materials and processes
are fundamentally the same, and there is no communication on the reasons for this disparity.
Know when you are the problem and know when the systems are the problem. Find ways to galvanise systemic
change.
Where you have a voice and a platform make sure that you use it to give a voice to those that do not have one.
Materials have lost their value. ‘Things’ are cheaper than ever before.
In this country people will pay you more to talk about making work than to actually make it.
Find ways to bring your thoughts and ideas to life without chaining yourself to a sewing machine,
working 36 hour days and getting into debt.
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They did lie. 		
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The door had been opened.

But it’s blurry, 				 Beyond that. 		
How did we get here.
Not sure. 						
Beyond the lettuce in the fridge there had been.
The stove - or dresser - or oven.
		

To the fridge.

Lettuce was inside.

The fridge.
Foreground not sure,
I did not remember. 		
Did you?
No - cauliflower.

It was what?

		

Really?

I thought I remembered feeling. The textures had been wrong. Had that been something
you felt? The thread count of the carpet. Had you felt that too? Was that something you
reached.
																							    
Outside?
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I don t know how I feel
about time travel.
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THE L SHAPED PERSON
I was walking home when I stopped taking notes. I looked up, thought of the screen of my phone, thought of typing
words into it, thought of typing into words looking up, thought of looking up words typing in, worded thoughts,
words to word my looking up and thoughts thought my gaze. And then I typed nothing. I found myself strained to
remember the moment when I looked up. It was sunny, or at least a blue sky. I don’t remember. Trees fell off leaves,
concrete was underneath, and an iron railing. I was walking somewhere, and then stopped to take a note. It didn’t
matter. Five seconds later I resumed the walk: I desperately needed to open the door and enter the flat, run up into
my room and lay down in bed. To lay on my back and try to sink deepest into the mellow warmth of my black sheets.
I was surrounded by that single blanket that I never used otherwise. It was light. I could barely feel it. It hovered
above me for a little while to make me cold. But I outsmarted it, I turned on the heater, its hovering would do nothing more but letting warmth touch my skin. Once of course the blanket realised this, it gently covered me. Its hug
was suspicious. I had to take it though.
***
Here now, you fell asleep with me. Look at my ear. I’ve downloaded it from the internet. Haven’t thought of it as
mine until now, when you touched it in our dreams.
***
Tried to get around the flaky mountain tops but could not go on much longer: the brightness took my eyes, which
I would have liked in other circumstances, but as of then, I needed to focus all my resources on the task at hand.
My eyes, taken by the sky, couldn’t provide the necessary guidance that my challenge required. I was bumping into
the peaks, in a consistent rhythm. First my ribs, on the left, bruised, possibly broken, span me around just enough
to expose the right side of my rib cage for the next peak to hit it. I started out close to human shaped, at least on
the level of general appearances, although somewhat larger than what we are used to, but this second hit deformed
me significantly - not to mention my eyes still held hostage by the bright sky. I was more or less L shaped.
***
Here I am, walking along the Danube, south, on the left hand side, I am walking downstream, next to the water,
yes I am there, downwards and the water next to me tempts, the boat on it tempts me to roll off the banks, bounce
on a rock in the boat. But I am not there, not quite there, because it is the hill under my feet, the green trees in the
summer heat, the palace, the young one, stretches towards infinity to cut in two the horizon. I step on it, I don’t fall
asleep, unexpectedly, but flip the limestone of the walls, push the horizon upward, downward, spill the river.

karoly tendl
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LAGUNA DE LA COCHA
The cacique Pucara was married to princess Tamia. They were happy, and in love, and had three children. One day
during carnival, they went to a party where they met Munani, the best dancer of his comparsa, and he struck them
with his moves and joy. The party was over but Tamia kept thinking about Munani, the way he danced, his sense
of humour. Munani had also noticed the princess. I don’t know what he liked about her, but in the eyes of Munani,
when he saw Tamia outside his house, they had to kiss, they had to hug, something fit very easily.
They had only met three times but the dancer and the princess fell in love, and soon they couldn’t hide it from
people. Pucara was the last one to know because Tamia’s love for him remained unchanged. His sadness was deep
but he didn’t want to sadden the princess, so he left and made a went to a mountain with their kids where he bred
insects.
People in the town thought Tamia and Munani didn’t deserve to be happy together, so they ghosted them by way
of punishment. Some time later, the lovers were lying under a tree when one of them accidentally kicked over their
last bottle of water. The water started spilling, spilling, spilling and didn’t stop. The lovers didn’t notice and the water
drowned them and filled the valley. La Cocha lagoon was thus formed, with the couple’s embracing bodies turned
into an island in the middle. Pucara was looking from his mountain, and he held the three kids with love and they
turned into a taller mountain: the Tabano mountain, on the west side of the lagoon.
The town didn’t have a name and was drowned with the valley. Pucara means “strength” and Tamia means “meteor
showers”.
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